Novel therapeutic approaches and mechanisms in neuroendocrine tumors: the role of targeted agents.
Low-intermediate grade neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) are usually slow-growing cancers with a clinical course spanning few to several years managed with active surveillance, locoregional treatments, or somatostain analogs. At some point in their natural history, they develop resistance to these treatments and become more aggressive. Chemotherapy offers only limited therapeutic benefit and any evidence is based on small trials or retrospective studies. The significant progress in molecular biology shed light on the significant role of PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway and angiogenesis in NETs, while the success of everolimus and sunitinib in landmark clinical trials opened new avenues in the discovery of effective treatments. Ongoing and planned pivotal studies testing newer agents targeting other pathways are underway. In addition to providing better treatment options, these drugs also broadened our understanding of the biology of these tumors. Biomarkers are eagerly needed with the scope of personalizing future treatment.